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Proportions and similar triangles worksheet

If two objects have the same shape, they are called similar. If the two digits are similar, the length ratios of their corresponding pages are the same. To see if the triangles you see are similar, compare the sides. Are these ratios the same? The ABC triangle is similar to the DEF triangle. We can write it using a special symbol, as shown here. Side AB
corresponds to side DE, Side AC corresponds to side DF and side BC corresponds to side EF. If you know that the two objects are similar, you can use proportions and cross products to find the length of the unknown side. Let's find the length of the side DF, marked x. We can write a share like this: We read this share as: AC is AB as DF is DE. Now, replace
in page lengths. Take the cross product to get the equation. Define the equation. back to top Here is a graphical preview for all similar worksheets. You can select different variables to customize these similarity sheets to fit your needs. Similarity Worksheets are randomly created and never repeated, so you have an infinite inventory of quality similarity
worksheets to use in class or at home. We have a solution of proportions, similar to polygons, using similar polygons, similar triangles and similar rectangular triangles for your use. Our similarity worksheets are free to download, easy to use, and very flexible. These similarities worksheets are a great resource for kids in 5. Click here for a detailed description
of all similarities of worksheets. Click the picture that you want to move to the similarity worksheets. Troubleshooting Worksheets Proportions These similarity sheets will have ten problems to solve the proportions. You can select the types of terms used for each problem, as well as the form of the answers. These worksheets are great resources for the 5th,
6th and 6th edimies. Similar polygon worksheets These similarity worksheets will have eight problems working with similar polygons. You can select the types of polygons used for each problem. These worksheets are great resources for the 5th, 6th and 6th edimies. Using similar polygon worksheets These similar worksheets will have eight work problems
using similar polygons. You can select the types of polygons used for each problem. These worksheets are great resources for the 5th, 6th and 6th edimies. Similar Triangles Worksheets These similarity worksheets will have eight problems working with similar triangles. You can choose to include pairs that are not similar to triangles, as well as the type of
similarity. These worksheets are great resources for the 5th, 6th and 6th edimies. Class. Similar rectangular triangles Worksheets These similarity worksheets will have eight problems working with similar right triangles. You can select the types of side lengths used in each problem. These worksheets are great resources for the 5th, 6th and 6th edimies. Click
here for more geometry worksheets Problem 1 :In the diagram belowPQ ∥ ST, QS = 8, SR = 4 and PT = 12See tr. Problem 2 : In the diagram below KL ∥ MN, find the x and y values.  Issue 3: In the diagram below, determine whether the MN ∥ GH. Issue 4 : In the diagram below,∠1 ≅ ∠2 ≅ ∠3PQ = 9, QR = 15 and ST = 11 Find length HERE.  Issue 5 : In the
diagram below, ∠CAD ≅ ∠DAB. Use a given side length to find the length of the DC.  Problem 6 : We isolated your attic as shown in the figure. Vertical 2 x 4 nails are evenly distributed. Explain why diagonal cuts on the tops of strips of insulation should have the same lengths. Detailed answer Key Problem 1 : The diagram below shows PQ ∥ ST, QS = 8, SR
= 4 and PT = 12 Find the length tr.   Solution : According to the triangle Proportionality Sentence, SR / QS = TR / PTSubstitute. 4/8 = TR/12Stemplim. 1 / 2 = TR / 12Multiply each side by 12. 12啦 (1 / 2) = (TR / 12)啦 126 = TRSo, length TR is 6 units. Problem 2 : In the diagram below KL ∥ MN, find the x and y values.  Solution : To find the value of x, we can
set the share. Share of registration. 9 / 13,5 = (37,5 - x) / xBy cross product property proportion, 9x = 13,5 (37,5 - x)9x = 506,25 - 13,5 xAdd 13,5 x on each side. 22,5x = 506,25Seal each page by 22,5 x = 22,5Instud value y :Since KL ∥ MN and ΔJKL ∼ ΔJMN, JK / JM = KL / MNJK / (JK + KM) = KL / MN9 (9 + 13,5) = 7,5 / y9 / 22,5 = 7,5 / yBy cross product
property proportion, 9y = 7,5 % 22,59y = 168,75Divisate each page by 9,y = 18,75Problem 3 : In the figure shown below, determine whether MN ∥ GH. Solution : Start by finding and simplifying the ratios of both sides divided by MN. LM / MG = 56 / 21 = 8 / 3LN / NH = 48 / 16 = 3 / 1Premises, because 8 / 3 ≠ 3 / 1, MN is not parallel to GH. Issue 4 : In the
diagram below,∠1 ≅ ∠2 ≅ ∠3PQ = 9, QR = 15 and ST = 11 Find length HERE.  Solution : Since the corresponding angles are identical lines are parallel and we can use sentence 1 on proportionality.Parallel lines divide transversely more proportionally. PQ / QR = ST / TUSubstitute. 9 / 15 = 11 / TUSimplify.3 / 5 = 11 / TUBy reciprocal assets share, 5 / 3 =
TU / 11Multiply each side of 11. 11啦 (5 / 3)  (TU / 11)啦 1155 / 3 = TUHence, length HERE is 55 / 3 or 181/3 units. Issue 5 : In the diagram below, ∠CAD ≅ ∠DAB. Use a given side length to find the length of the DC.  Solution : Since AD is an angle bisector ∠CAB, we can use Theorem 2 for proportionality. Let x = DC. Then BD = 14 - xApply Theorem 2 on
proportionality. AB / AC = BD / DCSubstitute. 9 / 15 = (14 - x) / x3 / 5 = (14 - x) / xMultiply each side 5x. 5x啦 (3 / 5) = [(14 - x) / x]啦 5x3x = 70 - 5xAdd 5x on each side. 8x = 70Sealle each page by 8.x = 8.75 So, dc length is 8.75 units. Problem 6 : We isolated your attic as shown in the figure. Vertical 2 x 4 nails are evenly distributed. Explain why diagonal
cuts on the tops of strips of insulation should have the same lengths. Solution : Since the nails AD, BE and CF are vertical, we know that they are parallel to each other. Using Theorem 8.6, you can conclude thatDE / EF = AB / BCWhy the nails are evenly spaced, we know that DE = EF So we can conclude that AB = BC which means that diagonal incision at
the top of the strips have the same length. In addition to the stuff above, if you need any other stuff in math, please use our Google custom search here. If you have any comments on our math content, please send us: v4formath@gmail.comMe will always appreciate your feedback.  You can also visit the following websites for different things in mathematics. 
WORD PROBLEMSHCF and LCM word problemsWord problems on simple equations Word problems on linear equations Word problems on quadratic equationAlgebra word problemsWord problems in trainsA and circuit word problemsWord problems to direct variations and inverse variations of Word problems to unit priceWor problems with word unit rate
problems when comparing ratesContange the usual units word problems Convert metric units word problemsWord to simple interest problemsWord to compound interestWord problems to types of angles Additional and additional angles word problemsDomable facts word problemsTrigonom Word problemsPercentage problems with word Profit and loss word
problems Markup and markdown word problems Decimal word problemsWord problems on fractionWord problems on mixed fractrionsOne step equation word problemsLinear inequality word problemsRatio and share word problemsTime and working word problemsWord problems on sets and venn diagramsWord problems on agesPythagorean sentence
word problemsPercent number word problemsWord problems with constant speedWord problems at average speed Word problems on the sum of triangle angles is 180 degreesOD THEMES Gain and loss shortcutsPercentage shortcutsTimes shortcut tablesTime, speed and distance abbreviationsRatio and the proportion of abbreviationsDomene and the
range of rational functionsDomene and scope rational functions with holesGraphic rational functionsGraphic functions with holesReconverge repeating decimal places into fractionsSelectable representation of rational numbersRecipte the square root using a long divisionL.C.M method for solving time and work problemsTransfer word problems into algebraic
expressionsRecider, when 2 power 256 is divided by 17Restuder when 17 power 23 is divided by 16Sum all three digits divisible 6Sum all three digits divisible 7Sum all three-digit numbers divisible by 8Sum all three-digit numbers created using 1 , 3, 4Sum all three four digit numbers created with non zero digitsSum all three four digits created using 0, 1, 2,
3Sum all three four digit numbers created using 1, 2, 5, 6 copyright onlinemath4all.com SBI! Sbi!
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